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Abstract

Many educational institutions face a similar problem today: the necessity to reorganize teaching and lab space to improve facility utilization. North Carolina Agricultural and Technical Statue University (NCA&T) made the difficult decision to eliminate dedicated labs and classrooms for content-specific instruction. Labs and classrooms previously equipped with private networks and custom operating systems were replaced with a single large classroom equipped with thin-client Windows-based computers.

Student demand for Linux instruction has grown eight-fold in four years at NCA&T. In fall 2012, seats were limited to 60 students in two 30-student sections, and more students were involuntarily dropped. This begs the question, "How do large classes of students learn the intricate details of the Linux operating system in a Windows-based classroom with no lab?" The obvious answer is cloud-based Linux images, but cloud access alone is not a learning environment. The authors implemented a mobile virtual environment which included a new textbook, new learning aides, and an immersive hands-on regimen. Before and after metric-based learning outcome assessment demonstrate no adverse impact on the quality of education resulting from the elimination of content-specific classrooms and labs.

Introduction

This paper provides quantitative results of funding cutbacks on technology teaching at NCA&T University. At NCA&T, a “perfect storm” of greatly increased class size, reduced instructional space, and replacement of technology-specific equipment with generic infrastructure came together in the summer of 2012. The obvious expectation of the authors is that achievement of learning outcomes and overall student satisfaction would decrease. The authors focused on objective measurement of this “perfect storm” in an introductory Linux class. Historical objective learning outcome data and student satisfaction survey results for this course were available from the previous four years from the same instructor. Surprisingly, results of the fall 2012 semester showed that learning outcomes and overall student satisfaction with the course were little changed from the historical trend. Though the results of this study were specific to a single technology topic, readers readily can extrapolate the results to other technology programs. The authors believe the continued educational success is a result of the aggressive, proactive change in the course delivery method detailed in this paper.

Background

Until fall 2012, the Introduction to Linux course was primarily a senior-year elective. Registration grew from six students in 2007 to 75 students in 2012. The growth in registration was a result of several drivers. The over-all student course satisfaction surveys consistently ranked the course as superior, and students recommended the course to other students. Linux
knowledge became increasingly desirable in the information technology workplace, and some graduates reported the course as instrumental in obtaining employment. By fall 2011, class size had grown to 29 students.

Reductions in instructional funding for the University mandated greater efficiency in instructional delivery. The course shifted from an every semester offering to an every academic year offering, and the course was not offered in spring 2012. Some students graduated without taking the elective, and others had to wait until fall 2012.

The faculty recognized the increased importance of Linux in the workplace as well as the synergistic impact of Linux instruction with the high performance computing and mainframe operations tracks. All incoming freshmen in fall 2012 have the Linux course as a first-semester requirement. The department halted fall 2012 registration at 75 students, and then involuntarily removed elective students to bring the total enrollment to 59 students. No students dropped the course during the semester.

Reduced instructional funding also demanded increased space utilization efficiency. This challenge was exacerbated by the establishment of a STEM early high school in the same building and the subsequent loss of classroom space. Prior to fall 2012, Linux instruction took place in a classroom configured for seated instruction and equipped with six dedicated Linux workstations. The authors’ research equipment supplemented the instructional equipment to provide an isolated local area network, enterprise infrastructure, and additional workstations. In June 2012, the administration made a decision to re-purpose the instructional space into a thirty-seat generic classroom with back-to-back course booking. No other instructional space was available, and all equipment used for Linux instruction was moved to storage.

Reduced instructional funding hit another blow in late July 2012. Original plans for the repurposed classroom called for thirty workstations with the option of dual booting operating systems. Unfortunately, funding constraints forced a change in plans to equip the room with thin-client stations. All thirty stations were served by a single server running thirty images of a Microsoft Windows 7 operating system. The system became operational a few weeks after the start of fall 2012 classes. Back-to-back room scheduling gave no time for IT staff to service the inevitable station failures resulting from technology failures and students attempting to re-boot and re-arrange cabling of the thin clients.

The fall 2012 semester of Linux instruction began in a classroom with no computer access at all, and with best hopes of having thin clients running a sluggish Windows 7 image with no persistent storage. Enrollment was capped at 59 students, half of whom were freshmen taking their first technology course. Fortunately, the authors had a plan.

**Methodology**

The authors have worked together as a team for several years on various projects focused on delivering technology education courses to under-served communities. The projects’ course experience base includes architectural drawing, electronics, data mining, networking, and operating systems. The authors have experimented with traditional content management systems,
custom web applications, private clouds, and hybrid instruction. Other researchers have reported on efforts to integrate smart mobile devices into instruction. There is a saying, “Forthcoming events cast their shadows.” The authors began work on an alternative course delivery in June 2012.

The guiding principle is "Linux learning, anywhere, anytime." This concept eliminates the traditional notion of a classroom or lab or any standardized delivery platform. Students should be able to use any available communication device to access course resources and complete learning exercises. Resources should be available 24/7 from anywhere. One critical factor is the recognition that students of the digital age cannot remember a time without instant access. Students of the digital age are used to multi-tasking. For example, a student is likely to check a Facebook page update, then read a paragraph of a reading assignment, check a sports score, and then answer a homework problem. And, from a student's point of view, all this can take place while socializing in the student union.

The implementation began with a new e-book format textbook designed to present topics and tasks in five-minute sections targeted toward mobile device access. The text was available at no charge to the students, and supplemented the traditional printed textbook. This approach was enthusiastically received by students accustomed to instant access, self-paced learning, and instant gratification. Students perceive reading assignments almost as a game to be completed on their smart phone while walking to class or connected to the wi-fi hotspot. Each short lesson is followed by individual hands-on exercises as illustrated in Figure 1, “Hands-on Exercise”.

**Figure 1: Hands-on Exercise**

```
Hands-on: pushd

Adds a directory to the top of the directory stack

The pushd command saves the current working path on the stack and changes the working directory to that specified in the command line.

Enter the command:

[jane@linserv~]$ pushd /tmp

pushd will automatically invoke the dirs command after changing to the new directory, so a list of all remembered directories will be displayed, followed by a new command prompt. For example, if you invoked the pushd command from your home directory, which is represented by the tilde (~) character, you will see output similar to the following.

/tmp ~ [jane@linserv tmp]$```

Students used Secure Shell (SSH), for example, the free “ConnectBot” Android application, or a comparable i-Phone application, to access multiple physical and cloud-based Linux servers. 
directly from their mobile device. Other applications, such as the Firefox web browser, allowed
access to web-based services.

In 1956, Bloom's Taxonomy identified learning through repetition as a fundamental, low-level
learning method, a claim many authors, including Kausar and others, have since documented to
facilitate assimilation of the brief reading and hands-on exercises. Students could access a
server and view flashcards geared to each topic, as illustrated in Figure 2, “Flashcard example”,
allowing students to reinforce their learning through directed repetition.

**Figure 2: Flashcard Example**

---

In the classroom, mini-lectures expand upon the reading, and selected five-minute, hands-on
practice sessions reinforce the mini-lectures and accommodate limited attention spans. Students
use personal wi-fi connected smart phones, tablets, laptops, and the desktop Windows thin clients
in the classroom. Key to the desktop usage is the Firefox web browser with FireSSH, Figure 3,
“FireSSH Plug-in”, and epub-reader add-ons, Figure 4, “E-pub reader”.

Students use multiple windows to have a side-by-side textbook and Linux command line
interface available, as well as access to the content management system. The command-line
interface to a common group of servers engages students in an electronic collaborative environment that emulates the professional global enterprise IT environment. The seamless, mobile-oriented environment provides students with 24/7 course access from almost any device or operating system. Importantly, all resources are accessed using standard web (port 80) access, thus avoiding firewall interference.

Figure 3: FireSSH Plug-in

![FireSSH Plug-in](image)

Figure 4: e-pub Reader

![e-pub Reader](image)
Written and oral communication is a vital part of an IT education. Students were required to prepare a research report and post the report on a class wiki. This process emulates participation in conferences such as ASEE. Students were also required to present their findings. Presentations were peer-reviewed using a custom on-line rubric and database as illustrated in Figure 5, “Peer Review Form”.

**Figure 5: Peer Review Form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reviewer</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Point/Value Category</strong></td>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assignment</strong></td>
<td>Student does not cover the subject as directed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
<td>Audience cannot understand presentation because there is no logic sequence of information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject Knowledge</strong></td>
<td>Student does not have grasp of information student cannot answer any questions about the subject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graphics</strong></td>
<td>Student uses superfluous graphics or no graphics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanics</strong></td>
<td>Student's presentation has four or more spelling and/or grammatical errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eye Contact</strong></td>
<td>Student reads all of report with no eye contact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intonation</strong></td>
<td>Student intonates incorrectly, pronounces words, and speaks too quietly for the audience to hear.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once again, the presentation and peer-review process emulates a conference presentation. Having an automated data collection system is essential for peer reviews of large numbers of students. Over 1100 individual reviews were collected in fall 2012 from 59 students. The communication assignments are designed to function both in a synchronous classroom setting and an asynchronous on-line setting where students upload videos of their presentations to the class wiki. The instructor used a similar on-line rubric to assess student papers.
Results

Fifty-nine students completed the fall 2012 course. Students were divided into two sections. Section 1 had thirty students, two of whom were freshmen, and most were juniors or seniors. Section 2 had 29 students, all but one were freshmen, and the remaining student was a sophomore. In prior years, all students were upperclassmen, so fall 2012 results may be compared with prior years, as well as comparing the performance of freshmen versus upperclassmen in the same environment.

Two metrics were used to measure the efficacy of the 2012 course versus prior years. The first metric is the student satisfaction survey. Results are shown in Figure 6, “Satisfaction Survey Results”. The second, course ABET outcomes, are available for two prior years. An example is shown in Figure 7, “Learning Outcomes”. Student responses were tightly grouped. The maximum standard deviation for any survey response in any year was 0.80 with about 90% of students typically responding to the survey.

Student satisfaction with various aspects of the course is measured on a five-point scale, with 4 being superior and 5 being exceptional. Historically, student satisfaction with the course has ranked superior. In fall 2012, the upperclassmen continued to rank satisfaction at a mean of 4.7, second only to fall 2011. Freshmen had superior satisfaction, but were less satisfied than any past cohort. Detailed comparison of the fall 2012 upperclassmen and freshmen revealed that freshmen were slightly more dissatisfied with the ability to ask questions and get answers in class. This difference suggests freshmen are less comfortable in a large class setting, and may suggest freshmen had more difficulty absorbing content than upperclassmen. There was negligible difference between upperclassmen and freshmen on satisfaction with textbooks and resources.

Specific exercises have been designed over several semesters to assess ABET outcomes. This historical record allows retrospective analysis of the impact of delivery methodology on specific
outcomes. All classes have met the specific measured outcomes for 2010-2012 with negligible difference among years. Interestingly, the same results are achieved for peer-reviewed presentation assessment and instructor-reviewed assessment.

Figure 7: Learning Outcome Assessment Example for Fall 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABET Outcomes</th>
<th>Course Objectives</th>
<th>Specific Goals of the Course Objectives</th>
<th>Achievement Criterion</th>
<th>Observation or evaluation Mechanism</th>
<th>Achieve ment? (Y/N)</th>
<th>Evidence Collection (must be accompanied by this report)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome (a)</strong></td>
<td>Students will have a basic knowledge of the Linux operating system bash command shell.</td>
<td>Students complete a certification -like assessment to recall at least 50 basic Linux commands</td>
<td>Have an examination grade greater than or equal to 70%.</td>
<td>More than 70% of the students should achieve this goal.</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>28 of 30 students scored greater than 70% on the final exam. Hence, 93% of the students in the course achieved this objective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome (b)</strong></td>
<td>Use analytical thinking skills to evaluate information critically.</td>
<td>Students research a current Linux distribution topic and prepare a written technical report according to a report rubric.</td>
<td>Have an assessment grade greater than or equal to 70%</td>
<td>More than 70% of the students should achieve this goal.</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>29 of 30 students scored greater than 70% on the report assessment. Hence, 97% of the students in the course achieved this objective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome (g)</strong></td>
<td>Effectively communicate in diverse settings and groups using written, oral, and visual means.</td>
<td>Students will present an executive summary briefing of their research paper for peer assessment according to the presentation rubric.</td>
<td>The average peer assessment will be greater than or equal to 70%.</td>
<td>More than 70% of the students should achieve this goal.</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>25 of 30 students scored greater than 70% on the peer assessment of the presentation. Hence, 83% of the students in the course achieved this objective.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

The course delivery approach described in this paper focused on a specific technology topic, the Linux operating system. The approach used – on-line textbook tailored to five-minute sessions, flashcards, multi-platform access, on-line peer review – is generally applicable to many other technology topics. Some examples of these other topics requiring specialized hardware and software installations include the study of computer operating systems, electronic circuit simulation, and computer forensics. However, the authors encountered limitations with this approach, and the same limitations affect other technology topics.

The authors did not employ a graphical user interface for this course. In the case of Linux instruction for scientific and enterprise system administration, emphasis is on the command line and remote management. Students used a single target Linux server for practice. At first, all students used a common login. This allowed all students to use exactly the same login procedure and execute exactly the same commands to gain familiarity with the operating system. Next, each student was assigned unique credentials on the same server, giving the students a multi-user environment not available if each student had their own physical or virtual machine. Students could interact with commands such as “wall”, “who”, and “last” to emulate the experience of administering a large system.

The authors have provided students with individual virtual machines in other projects, allowing each student to have their own GUI desktop. In the case described, this approach was not practical for several reasons:

• The University does not have an operational cloud
• Students could use a free instance at Amazon Cloud, but sign-up requires a credit card
• The small format of smart phones makes a complete desktop very difficult to manipulate
• Off-campus access to University resources is blocked for remote desktop protocols, and the University does not have a cross-platform mobile device VPN client
• The thin-clients were already accessing a Windows image. Connecting directly to a Linux image would require re-booting the thin client image, which in turn would be administratively unmanageable in a classroom with back-to-back scheduling
• Accessing a Linux remote desktop through the Windows thin-client image is technically challenging, and with thirty images served by a single host, would have disappointing performance.

A challenge specific to Linux instruction is teaching the installation of the operating system.

• Obtaining the equivalent of a computer with no operating system installed, known as a “bare metal image”, on a cloud is a somewhat specialized image request
• Interacting with the bare metal image requires use of some form of remote desktop or a tailored SSH connection

Installation was demonstrated using a loop-mounted bare metal image, but having 59 students with their own loop back image and tailored root access proved too large a challenge for fall 2012.

The thin client Windows images were not persistent, so adding plug-ins had to be repeated each class period. Modifying the image for all classes would have added unnecessary complexity to
Conclusion

The authors described an approach to teaching a Linux operating system course using a completely generic classroom setting. No special equipment was required of students, and no additional expense was incurred by students. Quantitative measurement of student satisfaction metrics and learning outcomes verified that the approach achieved the same superior level of course satisfaction and learning achieved in past years using a dedicated classroom and lab.

The approach described contains several elements that are generally applicable to other engineering technologies. The lack of a graphical user interface currently prohibits the application of the approach to graphics-intensive instruction, such as computer-aided design drawing, integrated design environment-based computer-programming, and circuit simulation.

Use of the authors’ approach can improve space utilization and reduce instructional cost without adverse impact to the quality of education.

The authors plan to apply this approach to an advanced Linux course in spring 2013 and expand the approach to an AC circuits course in fall 2013.
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